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Abstract: (2500 characters) 

Modern electronic devices, like smart phones, consumer electronics or healthcare applications 
offer a high level of comfort and functionality in reduced space. Micro and nano-
manufacturing are driven by micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). A major task in micro-
manufacturing is the quality inspection respect to specific defect classes. These micro 
components are susceptible to surface and internal impact damage, not visible with an un-
aided eye at the surface, being unintentionally introduced into the final product. In this 
context, there is a need of more reliable and efficient system to reduce rate of rejection of 
high value parts in micro-manufacturing.  

CITCOM project has developed an efficient MEMs inspection system to inspect high volume 
MEMs component production which is reliable, accurate, cost-effective and low waste 
generation (by up to 15%). Environmental and economic impacts and benefits associated to 
CITCOM system compared to the current manual system has been analyzed. LCA and LCC 
methodologies have been used for this purpose. Special emphasis has been placed on the end-
of-life of detected defective MEMs, as they are not recovered today, meaning that precious 
and rare metals that constitute them are not reincorporated into the product system as a raw 
material. In this sense, different hypothetic routes for the recycling of MEMs waste, proposed 
within the project, have been evaluated from an environmental point of view.  

The LCA results show tangible differences in both environmental and economic terms between 
the two systems under study, CITCOM and current system, as well as the three proposed 
recycling scenarios. With this information, the industrial end-users could re-introduce the 
recycling valorization of their MEMs waste streams, following a circular economy approach. 

In conclusion, the CITCOM system, an efficient technology that detects defect MEMs in a 
shorter period than a human eye, preventing them from reaching the final product, provides 
environmental and economic benefits. The environmental profile of different MEMs recycling 
scenarios will support industrial end-users in decision-making about better management of 
their electronic waste. 
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